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In many strategic 8hallow water areas the geoacoustic properties of the 
sub·bottom are largely unknown. In this thesis it is demonstrated th at 
inverse theory and measured data f.rom a single hydrophone can be used to 
accurately deduce the geoacoustic properties of the sub· bottom, even wh en 
the initial background geoacoustic model is a highly inaccurate ''1:,'1.les9''. 
Since propagation in shallow water is very sensitive to the geoacoustic 
properties of the sub· bottom, the inverse technique developed in this thesil; 
presents the Navy with a vitally important, practical, and inexpensive means 
to improve sonar performance prediction in a potentially hostile environment. 
To provide ground truth for the inverse technique, measured data 
collected during Project GEMINI were compared to the inverse solutions. 
Detailed, site·specmc geoacoustic models were developed for two array 
locations and the Finite Element Parabolic Equation (FEPE) model was used 
to estimate transmiss ion losA (TL). The model estimates from FEPE 
compared well with the measured data and the detailed geoacoustic models 
were considered as "ground truth". To test the efficacy of the technique, 
initial background geoacous tic models were constructed assuming no a priori 
information of the bottom. The resultant inverse solution was used to predict 
the geoacoustic properties a t each of the sites. The final results were in 
excellent agreement with the measu.red data anrl the resulting inverse 
technique TL estimates were as good or better than the TL estimates 
obtained from the detailed, site-specific gooacoustic models. 
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l. INTRODUCTION 
A. NEW PRIOR ITIES 
The United States :'\la vy (U SN) strategic vision a rt iculated in ;, .. From 
the Sea,"(O'Keete et at.. 1992) asserts u.s. naval forces as full pllrticipants in 
the new national str a tegy for the post-Cold \Var Era . ~o lon~er focused 
primarily on open ocean global conflict, the naval service's new emphasis is 
clearly placed on regional contingencies in the littoral regions of the world. 
Accordi ngly, the Navy has downgraded it1'l previous anti-submarine warfare 
(ASW) r equire ments that stressed blue-water capabili ties against Soviet 
attack and ballistic missile submari nes to a morc localized for.us towards 
conventionally powered submarines operated by Th ird World countries. 
Apart from the United States and the Commonwealth of Independent 
Sta tes (CIS), ove r 40 other count ries now operate more t han 400 submarines 
worldwide (Withers, 1992), half of which are operated by Third World 
countries. Some of t he more modern s ubmarine types held in Third World 
inventories include: the Ex-Soviet KILO-Class, t he German Type 209, t he 
British O BERON-Class a nd the F rench AGOSTA -Class. HistDrically, diesel 
electric s ubmarine (SSK) opera tions have been limited in both endurance a nd 
ra nge . However . recent developments in propulsion t echnology, including air 
independent propulsion (AlP), have s ubstanti ally reduced snorkeling 
requirements and h ave al f'lo p rod uced a quieter, more for midable SSK. Due 
to the ir 8maller size, SSKs offer lower target strengths than their nudear 
counterparts: they offer less of a target to ping on and thus produce less 
retu.rn. \\Then operating slowly, they are non-cavitating and provide lit tle 
Doppler return. The net effect of these improvements is to reduce the 
detection opportunities for ASW for ces. In order to gain control of the seas, 
whether denying it to an adversary or protecting it for self usc, the U. S . 
:\avy must develop t he abili ty to conduct successful A..SW operations within 
the li t toral environme n ts. 
B. BACKGROUND 
Shallow water acoustics haR long been a topic of ASW research and 
ha."; been thorough ly investi~ated both theoretically and experimentally (e.g., 
Akal. 1980; Frisk et aI., 1984; Rajan et a1., 1987). However, the accumulation 
of theory and direct measurements has failed to provide consistent, accurate, 
and qualitative prediction of acoustic propagation in shallow water 
environments. The reason for this is due almost entirely to the complexity of 
the problem, Tn shallow water the acoustic medium oonsists of properties 
that vary both spatially and temporaUy on rather short scales . Since the 
spatial variation of geoacoustic properties of the bottom/sub-bottom is large. 
it is unlike ly that a complete and accurate data base of bottom/sub-bottom 
geoacoustic properties will ever be collected for all shallow water areas of 
interest. Therefore . the U. S. Navy critically needs and accurate. cost 
effective, and practical method to measure or deduce the geoacoustic 
properties of the sub· bottom. The aim of this thesis is to solve tills 
challenging problem vital to the C. S. Navy's ability to accurately model 
acoustic propagation in shallow water. 
Unlike the deep-water environment, acoustic propagation in shallow 
water is dominated by repeated interactions with the seafloorand .sub-bottom 
A distinguishing characteristic of .shallow water propagation is that the 
sound-speed profile (SSP) is generally nearly constant with depth or is 
downward refracting. meaning that long-range propagation takes place 
exclusively via bottom-interacting paths. The deep-water concept of direct 
path (DP) and convergence zone (CZ) acoustic propagation does not apply in 
the shallow water environment. Instead, the more important propagation 
paths are of the form of refracted bottom-reflected or surface-reflected 
bottom-reflect-ed propagation. Generally. the hlgh attenuation resulting from 
repeated acoustic interaction with the bottom and limited water depths 
severely impacts propagation. thereby reducing detection ranges in shallow 
water. Figure 1 b>l.YeS an example: of t he degree of tran.smission losi'! (TL) 
variability as ~ function of ra nge in shallow water. The p:ot illustrates 
aver a ge TL "er~u~ r:mge for shalJO\v regions (1 00-200 ill) arolUld the world 
iC rick, 1979). Two Featurei'! are of immediate interest in this ugure. One is 
the spreari of t.he TL ri.'ita in exceBfl of 50 dB at 100 km due primariJy to the 
Rar>qe [klnl 
Figure I. Transmission lo ss ,-'aliability in sballow witte r (from Urick, 19791. 
varying geoacoustic makeup of the seafloor. The tlecond feature i~ that 
propagation is genera lly better than that experienced with spherical 
spreading (20 log r) at short and intcrmediatG ranges but ig larger for 
ex~ended ranges. Till.'; feature is attributed to reduced .,>prcading loss dUD to 
the trapping of acoustic energy in the flhallow W:'l ter W.'iye guide which tend.'! 
to decrease 'l'L at shorter ranges. Howeyer, due to increased interaction with 
the boundarieil, TL increasecl at longer ranges (Jensen ct al 1994). The 
cross·overrange depends on water depth, aeoustic frequency, and the nature 
of the sea bottom. 
At low frequencies acoustic propagation in shallow water is highly 
dependent on the geoacoustic properties of the sea bed. As sound propagates 
through the sea bcd, the acoustic pressure field is influenced by the unique 
physical properties of the sediment.ary sequence through which it travels and 
also by the nature of the lithologic boundaries. Thus. an area of considerable 
interest in underwater acoustics is the determination and qualitative 
description of these geoacoustic parameters that effect acoustic propagation. 
The traditional approach for describing the acoustic interaction with the 
bottom has bee n to develop a geoacollstic model (direct method) by methods 
described in Hamilwn (1980}. Provided adequate geologic and geophysical 
data exist in the study area, this method has proved invaluable to acoustic 
propagation m odeling efforts. 
A second approach involves the inversion of these properties from a 
measured sound pressure field. Numerous techniques have been cited in the 
literature for obtaining inverse geoacoustic solutions. Frisk et al. (1986) used 
amplitude versus range data obtained using a deep-towed pul8ed continuous 
wave (CW) source and two receivers anchored near the bottom to infer 
geoacoustic properties of the upper sedimentary layers in deep water. The 
inferred geoacoustic model was derived from the measured data using an 
iterative forward modeling techniquc. The method relies on time·gating to 
separatc t he bottom reflected arrivals from the surface reflected signal. Zhou 
and Zhang (1987) deduced geoacoustic properties through normal mode 
filtering techniques. Their technique utilizes dispersion analysis and normal 
mode measurements to determine acoustic attenuation and propagation 
speeds for a horizontaily stratified bottom as a function of frequency. This 
type of experiment requires t he use of a vertical array of hydrophones to 
succe.'lsfully separate the modal arrivals. 
In this thesis we use a perturbntive inversion technique (Lynch ct aI., 
1987; Rajan, 1992) to obtain the compressional sound speed as a function of 
dept h for the upper .~ edimentary layers using as input data the eigenvalues 
of t he propagating sound field The method consists of measuring the 
magnit ude and phase of the pressure field as a function of range generated 
by a CW point SQUl'ce and numerically Hankel tr<'lnsforming these data to 
obtain the depth-dependent Green's function versus horizontal wavenumber 
The resu lting Green's function contains information about the discrete and 
cont inuous modal spectra of the waveb,'Uide; specifically the prominent peak 
in the Green's fu nction occurs at WRve numbers corresponding to the 
eigenvalues for the trapped modes of the waveguide. Although the 
sedimentary layers have enough rigidity to support shear wa ve propagation, 
Fryer (1 978) indicates that the effect of compression<'ll to shear wave 
conversion a t the layer interfaces is minimal for frcquencies a bove 20 Hz_ 
Thus in t lus work, t he sediments are treated as a fluid extension of the water 
column and the shear wa ve effects are neglected. Furthermore, t he water 
column is characterized as isospeed bounded at the surface and bottom by a 
horizontally stra tified medi a. 
c. PROJE CT GEMINI 
A series of narrow-band bottom interaction experiments, collectively 
called Project GEMINI, were performed in the Gulf of Mexico ncar Corpus 
Christi, Texas in September 1985. Project GEMINI was designed to be a 
"baseline" e:\:pe riment to evaluate low -frequency acollstic interaction with 
the seabed (Lynch et at, 1991). The intent of the experiment was to obtain 
high-resolution acoustic measurements at a relatively benign (i.e., 
geologically simple, ran ge-independent) acollstic environment which could 
later be llf\Cd t..o test or benchmark state-of-the-art acoustic propagation 
models. In order to properly address the performance and robustness of 
propagation models in shallow water. the mode ls must first be evaluated in 
regions where the physical parameter.s (e .g .. sound speed, geologic structure, 
etc.) affecting acoustic propagation are well understood. A propagation model 
that does not perform well in a geologically simple area is less lik ely to 
perform well in more geologically complex regions. The GE:\-lINI region is 
characterized by a smooth, gently sloping seafloor overlying a sequence of 
horizontally.layered sediments. Physical characteristics of the GE1U:\,I 
seafloor such as sediment thickness, speed, and denl:lity are well·known and 
documented (Matthews et a1., 1985). Thus, the experiment provided the 
opportunity to Qualitatively determine how well one could predict measured 
acoustic data using propagation models with high quality geoacoustic 
information as input to the models. 
Project Gemini consisted of five synthetic aperture array experiments 
occupying three different array locations along the continental shelf of 
Texas. The experiments consisted of towing a narrow·band CW source at a 
ftxed depth with output tonals of 50 Hz and 140 Hz, away from a pair of 
moored receivers (Lynch et aI., 1991) The track lines in each of the 
experiments extended from zero range at the array locations to a maximum 
distance of about 5000 m. The line.'! were oriented such that they transverscd 
upslope from the array positions nearly perpendicular to the isobath lines. 
The two moored receivers were placed midway in the water column and 
approximately 1.5 ill above the bottom, respectively. A complete li.'!ting of 
array locations, source and receiver combinations, and dates of t he 
experiments are pre.'leuted in Table 1. 
The primary array site selected for Project GEMJ:\'J, here referred to 
as the Rubano Site, was previously .'!tudied by the Applied Research 
Laboratory, Pennsylvania State University (ARUPSU) in 1975 (Rubano, 
1980). Two alternate sites, a shaUow·site to the north and a decp·sit.e to the 
southeaAt were also incorporated into the exercise (Figure 2). The water 
depth for the shallow site is approximately one·half that of the Rubano site 
whereas the deep-site is about t wico the depth. Prior to the exercise a 
detailed environmental assessment of the GEMINI rebrion \vas caITied out by 
researchers at the ;';avul Research Laboratory-Stenni.':! Space Center 
Mi.':!sissippi (~RL-SSC) (Matthew.':! et ai. , 1985) . This environmental 
assessment produced an acoustical evaluation of the test site which used as 
input a high-resolution geoacoustic model The geoacoustic model was 
constructed from t he most current multi-channel seismic, hathymetric, and 
drill-hole information ava ilable at t he time The ~eoacoustic model was 
specifically tailored for the Ruba no site although it WRS hoped, given the 
proximity of the array locations and the presumed benign gcologit: properties 
of the region, that t he model could be extmpolated to the two other site8 
E ... "mo., I o.~ Water So"":O."h I Receiver I 
Description 
Number De them Depths(m 
I ~/0SI85 I Rub,mQsite 
r-~----~9~"~"8~5-r--~--i~---:~~~~~--r-'~~~, 
I 9111185 
I 9112185 62 I 
Tllble I. DescriptIOn of Project GEMINI 
l<'igure 2. Geographic locations of the Project GEMINI experiments of£the Texas 
Coast. Isobaths in meten!'. 
D. OBJECTIVE 
In shallow water the geologic and geoacoustic properties of the bottom 
have significant variations over rather small ranges. Current 
geoacollstic modeling methods (point models) only address the physical 
properties of the sediment and rock as a function of depth below the sea floor 
at a single point and not as a function of horizontal distance. In order to 
adequately account for the spatial variations in geologic characteristics a 
scries of geoaeoustie models must be developed to 3CCouul for this va r i;) bility 
How('ver, as stflted previously. su.::h spatially varying daiB a re not gene rally 
nv.'ulable. _\n alternative a pproa.::h is to infer the ,<;e geoacoLl8tic parameters 
t hrough g00acollflt ic inverr-ion techniqnes . 
The objective s of thi8 study :lre three· fold. The first objective i;l to 
com pare several propagation model estim3tes of TL with measured low 
freq uency acou stic propagntion dala collect ed du ring Proje ct GEi\II~1. SHeh 
a comparison will deter mine which of ;:;eve ral T1, models most close!) 
approximates the observed TL pattern . i.e .. whieh model ;;olve.;; the forward 
p l"Ohle m best. The acoustic model;:; w ill have as input location· specific, h igh-
r e,;olu tion geoacoustic dHlnlcte ri7..alions of t. he sea floor. The acoustic models 
tha t will be used in this study are t he S.-\C1Al'\.lTCEN nOrIIl[Il mode model 
(S::--JAP). the r\RL Ilormul !\Jode model (KRAKEi\'), and the ' Hi. Gnite 
clement para bol ic equation model (FEPE) 
The second objective is to in fer the geoaeollstic properties of the 
seafloor in the GEMINI region usi ng the perturbative inversion method. The 
un de rly ing assumption of pert urbative inversion theory is that a reasona bl e 
first gue ss" of the unk nown geoaeoListic properties lllllst be incorporated as a 
st arting point in the computation process (Frisk et a1., 1989). C sing a 
detailed , location-s pecific geoacoustic model 38 a starting point in t he 
inversion process, it will be s hown that u geoacoustic model. derived thro ugh 
inversion, results in imp roved T1, model estimates over those presented 
earlier. 
Lastly, an objecti ve vit ally importan t to the ~avy's operation al 
performance in shallow ..... ater will he pur;med . In ma ny shallow water 
regions little gcolol,..Jc or geophysical information is rea d ily nvadahle to 
form ulate useful geoacoustic characteri7..a tions of the bottom. If. however an 
"'edncated frrst guess~ for a geoaeoustic model is m~de in a Hhallow water 
<lfen of interest, it i8 important to determine how a(:cu ratc the perturbative 
inversion technique will be in estimating the actual geoacoustic properties 
Moreover, the 'l'L model results using this process must be assessed to see 
how comparable they are to those formulated using a high quality 
geoacoustic model as an input. 
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II. NORMAL MODE SOLUTIONS IN A WAVEGUIDE 
A. MODAL PROPAGATION 
Tho inverse method considered in thiA thesis requires as input data 
the measured horiwntal wave numbers or eigenvalues which characterize 
the modal propagation of sound through the ocean and seafloor . Since the 
ideas presented in normal mode theory are essential to t he inversion procesl'!, 
a brief discussion of nOllUfil mexie propagation i8 presented . Normal mode 
theory provides a 'full wave' solution of the wave equation in the ocean 
waveguide which takes into account the physical characteristics of the 
medium, freque ncy dispersion effects, and intclm::tion of the sound fi eld at 
the boundaries (Casey, 1988). 
The propagation of monochromatic sound in the ocean is described 
mathematically by solutions to the reduced wave or Helmholtz equation. 
Using the assumption of cylindrical symmetry, the 8patial part of the 
acou stic pressure p(r,z,z.,) , due t o a point 80urce at range r = 0 and depth z = 
z., with a sinusoidal or harmonic time dependence exp(-ioot), satisfies the 
Helmholtz equation 
[ 1 a( oj a' ,·1 ·28(, - ,) ~ -; ar rift + a;! + k (z) Jp(r,z,zJ= --,-"-o(r) (1) 
where p(r,z,Zo) represents the acoustic pressure at range r and depth z, OJ is 
the radian frequency, a nd k(z) = m/c(z) is the total wave number. 
Appropriate boundary conditions must be specified in order to 
determine a unique solution to Equation (1). At the interfaces where there 
are significant variations in properties, e.g., at the water sediment interface, 
continuity of pressure and normal particle velocity must be met. The 
symmetry and range independence of Equation (1) leads to the method of 
separation of variables in solving the equation, By expressing the pressure 
fi eld p(r ;z,z,,) by 
p(r,z,z,-,) =::Z(z)R(r) (2) 
Rnd s ubsti t uting this into Equation (1) leads to the following expression 
UJ) 
The first term in Equation (3) is a function of r only whereas the 
second t.erm is a function of z only, Tills equality is satisfied if and only if 
both expression.., are equs.l to the S:1me constant of proportionality which 
leads t.o the two separated equations: 
and d;'~7;) + k~Z(z) =:: 0 
where (k,j2 and (k,j2 are the sep:1ration conO'tants defined by 




Equation (4) is a function of range only. and thus from Equation (6) k, the 
horizontal component of the wave number, must. be constant throughout the 
waveguide Tills can also be expressed in terms of Snell's law since 
ru 
k, -,; ksinEl'" ~sinEl (i) 
wheff~ e is t.he vertical angle of incidence and (!) is constant, s.nd (sin9)!c is 
constant (CIs.y and l\'iedwin. 1977). Accordingly, at a I':ero incidence angle 
(8 ;0; 0°), there is no horizont:11 contribution to the total wavenumber, The 
solution to Equation (4) is a cylindrical Bessel or Hankel function of t.he 
zeroth order. 
(8) 
For distances of more than a few wavelengths from the source, the 
asymptotic expansion of H~')(k .r) (Haberman, 1987) can be expressed as 
tEo ( W" (k,r) '" - C03 k, 
nk , r \ (9) 
The e xponential c:q!allsion of the cosine term to Equation (9) yields the 
following characteristic equation 
(10) 
When associ ated with a harmonic time depende n t term, Equation (IO) 
represents th e total wave motion con.~jsting of an jnwqrd propagating wave 
represen ted by the fIrst term on the ri~ht side of Equation (10) and an 
ou t ward propagatin g wave representcr! by the second term on the right of 
Equa tion (lO). Si nce we are only int erested in an Qutwf\l"d propagating 
expon entially decaying waveform , only the second t€fll is used in t he 
tormu lation (Clay and Medwi n. 1977) 
( 11) 
1. Rigid Bottom Solution 
Assu mi rlg that the ocean surface represents a pressure ,:elease 
surface and that the ocean bottom at z -'= h is perfectly rigirJ., allowing no 
acoust ic penetration, the "normal mode" differential equation (Equation (5» 
and t h e accompanyi n g boundary conditions aTe 
d:~~Z ) + k:Z(z) ~ 0 (1 2) 
Z(O)=O ~~h) = 0 (13) 
By solving this equation as a Sturm-Liouville eigenvalue problem t.he 
general solution to Equation (12) is of the form 
Z(z)o=Clsin(k,z)+C2COs(kz";) (J 4) 
w here CI and C:1 a re arbi trary constant>! aori k~ is the vertical wavenumber 
T he boundary condition at the free surface (zo= O) requires that the acoust ic 
pressure to be zero for all range, r, and time, I, thus requiring CF'O 
Furthermore. an incident plane wave all the sea surface is assllmed to be 
completely reflected. undergoing a 180" phase shift upon interaction with the 
free surface . The rigid bottom boundary condition is characterized by the 
constraint that the acoustic pres;;ure is a maxima at the sea t1ool' at 7.=h and 
that the normal particle velocit.y vanishes on the surface resulting in 
complete reflection (Casey, 1988). This means that k,z = m"J., 31t/2, 511/2 
more generally 
(k.)m "'" (rr/hl(2m ·l), ill = I, 2. 3 ( 15) 
(k.),n is termed an eigenvalue and the solution is an eigenfunction (normal 
mode) of the problem. There exists an infinite llIunber of eigenvalues and 
thereby an infinite number of eigenfunctions Zm(Z) as solutions to tlris 
boundary value problem. Each solution is characterized by a mode ;;hape 
Zm(Z) and a vertical propagation constant (k,)m. The subscript Tn designates 
the modal number for a particular eigenvalue or eigenfunction 
The pressure field in Equation (2) can now be writt€o as 
p(r,z) '" ~R",(r)Z,"(z) (l6l 
Substituting thl;; expression for pressure into Equation (1) yields 
(17) 
The eigenfunctions of the Sturm· Liouville problem forUl an orthonormal .set 
of -"quare integrable functions on O<h<z sHch that 
JZ,,(Z)Z,(Z)dZ = lom~n (18) 
" p(z) 1 mo:=n 
Multiplying both sides of Equation (17) by 
( 19) 
and applying the orthogonality relatiollship of (18) yields the following 
~~l(r dRm l+ k" II. "" - o(r)Z", ( z,,) 
r dr lir ',"' 2nrp( z ,) (10) 
T he solution tn Equation (20) is a Hankel function of the fi rst kind such that 
(::!l) 
S ubstitu ting the expression for H :,')(k r r)(k 3 r) fo und in Equation O l ), the 
solu t ion to Equation (1) ca n be expressed as fI of normal modes 
p( U.L u ) == ~exp(-T)! 
p( z~)..J8r;;r '" 
(22) 
Equat.ion (22) describes the pressure field .1S a linear superposition of 
t raveling cylinrlrical waves propagating outward from a source . Ea(;h of 
these modes is a standing wave in the vertical direction with a unique depth 
distribu tion described by the eigenfullction Z",(zj and the vertical modal 
wavenum ber (k,)", The vertical wavenumber mus t ensu re that a pressure 
node exist s at t he su rface and, in the case of a perfe(;tly rigid bottom, a 
p ressure anti-node at t he seafloor. The eigenfunctions Z..,,(z) essentially 
deter mine the depth dependence of the acoustic preSSllre fie ld. For a given 
water depth and source frequency, only a finite number of modes lIlay exist. 
For large mGde numbers m. the horizontal wavenumber becomes imagina ry 
a n d the solution defined by Equation (22) rapidly decays with increaseD. 
horizontal r anges . 
2. Penetra ble Bottom Solution 
[f the ocea n bottom is not a perfect ref1ector, sound ener!:.'}' will 
lwnetrate into the sea bed a nd solutions to the Helmholtz equation must be 
fou nd both in the water column and tile ocean bottom . Th e solution to 
Equation (1) for t he penetr able bottom ca"e can be obtained by utilizing the 
Green's function technique. The condition s imposed upon this case are the 
same as that of the r igid bottom with the exception that the velOCity 
potent.ial is discontinuous at lhe seafloor. A hrief derivation of the Green's 
function is now given 
Assuming a constant density \vater column of thickness (hr sound 
speed c(z), bollnded at the sud'ace and bottom by a horizontally stratified 
mediulll (Figure 3), the spatial part of the sound pressure field (p) due to a 
harmonic time dependent point source located at r = 0 and z = z:, satisfies 
Equation (1) 
The solution to Equution 0) cun now be written as the zero,order 
Hankel transform of the depth-dependent Green's function g(k"z), This is 
achieved by taking the 7£ro-order Hankel transform of both si de'S of Equation 
(1) where the Hankel transform pair is defined by the following 
p(r,l, ) == (23) 
('4) 
The Hankel transform variable, k" transform", the solution from a 
depth and range space' p(z,r) to a solution as fl function of depth and 
horizontal Wflve number space (z, k,) (Evflns, 1975) 
s~,r"" ,em, Wm R,nwion C~ffi,,,," R , I 
• Source 
(O,lo i 
• Receiver (r,zl 
8ottom Plane Wave Rclkction Codfkient ~ R 
Eoriwntallr Stratlficd Bottom 
Figure:l, Horizontally stratified ocean model. 
After applying Equation (2 I) to Equation (1) and re -order ing te rms, 
Eq ua tion (1) is transfor med into the depth separflted w:we equation 
[ d" + 0(:t~ -k 1 ~k .7.Z );:;·2'Xz- z ) (:!:j) di ' _ r 0 " 
Here g(kr,z} is the depth-dependent Green's function J" is the zero -order 
Besse l function, r is horizon tal ran~e , and he is t3e horizontal wave number. 
The general solution to Equation (25 ) can be -,Hitten as the sum of t.he 
particu lar sol ution (non-homoge neous part) and tbe characteristic solution 
(homogenous part), The characteristic solution of EQuation (25) is of the form 
g(.k,) == ¢s'¢m (26) 
where ¢s and ¢JH arc line arly independen t solutions of Eql1ation (25) chosen 
such t hat ¢Is s atisfies the surface boundary condition, and ~B satisfies the 
bottom boundary condition. By applying the method of variation of 
parameters, t he Gree n's function can be defined by: 
g(k"z) ---'=,===~ (27) 
g(k" z) 'I., :<>'l.sh (28) 
s llch that W('4) is t he Wronskian given by 
W{ .. ..,) := ¢fl('4) f s(z..,) · 0' [l (7.o(» QS(7-o) (29) 
where the prime indicates differentia t ion with respect to z. os and q:.~ also 
m ust satisfy t he following impedance relations 
(30) 
;ll and :;. are input quanti ties that cont8.i n boundary conditions necessary for 
the calculation of the Green's fu nction (Frisk et ul.. 1980). Both quantities 
are depe ndent on the horizontal wavenumber , frequency. and the acoustic 
properties of the bottom and the surfRce, (,Il depends on the water density 
p". a nd the sound speed c(z), at the water-bottom interface, while ;:'s depends 
on p" and the so und speed e( z) at the water-surfRce interface , Equation C\O) 
therefore can be expressed in terms of plane wave reflection coefficients, Ra 
and R" fat' the half-space (;orresponding to sound s peed (;u and Co, bO~inding 
the bottom and lhe surface. respectively 
~H(7.) "" Cdexp( -ik,z)+ Ri3(k,) exp(ik.z)] 
o>;(z) '" C2 [exp (-jk, z) I- R.(k,) exp(ik,:l)] 
(:ll) 
(32) 
whe re k /+k,,2 =-k2'=((0/c)2 is t.he total wavenumber and CI, C2 being arbitrary 
(;onstants. Equation (31) can also he re·written as 
(33) 
(34) 
Substituting the.';€' expressions into Equations (27) and (28) and 
ftuther assuming t hat the ocean surface is a pressure release boundRry (i .e. , 
R<; ::=: -1 ). the following expression for the depth dependent Green's function 
can be found: 
e 'k, •. -e"'·"" + RH(k,)e:!"""[e-ik.,'· _e-u-,·-) 
g(k" z) -ik, [1+R 8 (k,le ~:J<'"1 (35) 
where z+= Z+7.." z- = \z-zo l. 
In order to evaluate the integral expression for p(r,z) the Bessel 
function, J 0 (k,r) in Equation (:;'3), is expressed in terms of Hankel function.;:; 
J,,(k,rl (16) 
The fo llowing relation 
[ I t: ,~' exp( - irck , r) '" - H:: ' (k ,r)] (.'37) 
allows the range of integration of the' transform integral to be evaluated over 
t he entire rea l kc t1xis from .(")() to (Xl (Casey, 1988), The solut ion of Equation 
(23) is then found th ro ugh contour integration methods (Evans,EJ75) a nd is 
expre >lsed as the s um of discrete <l nd continuous portions of the norma} mode 
spectrum given by 
(38) 
where the eigenvalues k m a nd eigenfunctions Zo, satisfy 
-0 (39) 
The discrete s um in Equation (38) corresponds to modes perfectly 
tra pped in tho waveguide and is of the dame form as that of Lhe rigid bottom 
Holution. Typically . this trapped mode 811m dominates t he long range 
behavior Df tile ncoustic field where as the continuum contribution l(r) is only 
.signiflcant at short ranges (Lynch et. at., 19~7). The continuum is rapidly 
uttenuated with increasing range frOll] t.he >:;ource and is typically neglected 
for ra nges over a few wavelengths &om t.he source. The ei genvalues fo r the 
penetrable bottom case have the Sil me interpretation as Lhose in the r igid 
bottom sol ution. Howe\'er , they will take on differen t valued since sDund is 
p ropagating in both the wa ter col um n and the sub-buttDm and the 
characteristic equation wi]! be differ rmt 
The modal representation is closely correlaled with the analytic 
properties of t he G reen' s function . A knowledge of the behavior of g(k,) (fo r 
example. the n umber of resonance!:> and t heir spatial location in regard to 
hor iwntal wavenumber) provides information about t he nature of the modal 
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propagation in the waveguide. The Green 's fUllction is characterized by a 
finite valued continuum with a discrete set of resonanceil occurring when the 
denominator of Equcltion (34) is set equal to zero. These poles of g(k,.z) 
corre>spond to the eigenvalues of the trapped :1Tld virtual modes excited in the 
wavegujde The position and magnitudes are highly influenced by the 
inherent acoustic properties of the bottom (Frisk et a1., 198G) and the 
geometry of the waveguide. As a result, the basic principle underlying the 
inverse method presented in this paper is first to obtain an est.im ate of g(k,) 
from measurements of p(r) by numerically performing the Hankel transform 
in Equation (23). The modal features of g(k,) are then used to determine a 
geoacoustic mooel A specific perturbation technique relating the 
eigenvalues of the trapped modes to the geoacoustic model are given in the 
next section 
B. PERTURBATIVE I~'VERSION TECHNIQUE 
A detailed diSCUS8ion of the perturbative inversion theory that i!:l the 
basis for the analysiil in this thesis is presented in Rajan et at (1987), The 
objective of the perturbative inversion technique is to estimate the variation 
in geoacoustie parameters (i.e., sound speed, density, attenuation, etc.) from 
the d ifferences between the IlleaslJHJd eigenvalues and the eigenvalue.',; 
wmputed for a background geoacoustic model (Frisk et aI., 1986). Tn the 
perturbative t.echnique, an initial background geoacoustic model is assuilled 
Ilnd the differences of the geoacoustic parllmeteril from the geoacoustic 
parameters in the initial background mooel are calculated. For the purpose 
of this thesis, we are concerned with determining only the compressional 
sOllnd speed profile in the bottom, c(z), for the deep and shallow GEMINI 
sites. Perturbative techniqueil to determine other geoacoustie parameters 
(Le. , density, attenuation, etc,) are not add:ressed. However, these 
parameters ca n be moditied to be geologically consi!:ltent with the final 
estimate of c(z). As a llrst step, an initial background geoacoustic model for 
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c(z) is assumed. a nd 3. major obwctive of tnis thes is is to evaluate the 
perturbative ted mique when t.he initial e.~timate of c(z) must be based Oil 
httle to no geoacollstic information ahout the a rea. Per tu rbation t heory then 
provides the mea ns for determining the difference .1c(z) be tween the 
bnckg-round modei and the true earth model 
From rust-order pertur bation theory. an integral equation relating the 
per turbation of eigenvalues is g:iven by 
.lk m (40) 
where .dk m re presents the difference hetwee n the expe rimentally mensured 
modal eige nv:llues and the eigenvahles comput.ed frow the h:'1ckground 
geoaco ustic model. km and Zm(::) are the mth eigenvalues and normalized 
ei~en f1.lIlctions for -"orne assumed hackground geoacoustic model. p(z) is the 
densi t.y profile for the background geoacoustic model, k(z) is the acoustic 
wavenumber defined by o.)/c(z) (w here (d is the angular frequency and c(z) is 
sounri speed profile of the geoac.:oustic modeJ, and. Llc(z) is the rlifference in 
sound speerl between the backb'TOtliid a nd true models All tenus in 
Eq uation (40) are known except for &(z) which is the solution being I:'ought 
E quation (40) is a Fredholm integra l eqll3 tion of the first kind for & (z) 
and generally docs not produce a un ique sol ution unless constrHint s are 
madc upon its solution (Lynch et ru .. 198i). Reordering the known Quantities 
in Equation (40 ) ;;;Ilch that 
(41) 
reslllt" in 
6 k m = JK(m,z) 6c(z)dz (42) 
K(IIl.;;) is defi.ned as the kernel of the integral equation lInd consists of ~he 
known physical parameters for a rtiscrete mode and depth step. Using 
methods proposed by l3acklls and Gilbert (1970). a solution for Lk(z) is given 
by 
(43) 
where A(III,n) is the spectral decom position of the kernel K(m.z) and 
A(m.n) = j K(m,z)K T(n,z)dz (44) 
The solutioll given by Equation (43) is called the Hackus·Gilbert 
solution for perfect data . This solution repre.'>ents the most "Dirac delta like" 
resolution kernel and was used in tlris analysis because s moothillg the 
solution was not desirable until after c(z) wm'l estimated, This represents a 
solution lvithout constraint..'! and is considered a fundamental property of t.he 
perturbative technique not addressed originally in Rajan et fl.l. , (1987). If 
constmints are used in the solution for c(z). the most natural (i,e .. 
unconstrained) solution characteristics will not be realized. The "price to 
pay' for the natural or "unconst.rained" approach is instability in the solution 
when th e ratio of the highest to lowest eigenvalue is large . In that instance, 
it is well known that the pseudo.inverse to the matrix in Equation (44) is iJl 
conditioned , but a stabilization technique based on the Frobenious norm was 
used. Also, a simple "box car" average of c{z) in depth was performed to 
dampen fluctuations in c(z) with dept.h. 
As a first step to t.he inversion process, measured complex pressure 
field versus range data was transforllled h-om the range domain to the 
horizontal wave Tlltmber dOlllain (dept.h·dependent Green's function) via the 
Hankel transfOT1ll pair. A3 discllsl;ed earlier. the normal modes of the 
v.'aveguide show up as stron~ resonance peaks . The measured modal 
eigenvalues fire experiment.ally measured by simply picking the 
peaklocations in Ig(k,) I (Lynch et al" 1991) Figure 4 is a typical Green's 
func tion versus horizontal wavel\lunber plot for a pa.rticular environment. In 
this instance. each of the peaks (modes 1-4) has a characteristic \vavenumbel' 
or eigenvalue ident ified in our for m ulation as k"wa< 
Green's Funct ion "ers u_~ Ho rizontal \Vuvenumber 
Hori lOntal Wa.·e""mb~r (11m) 
Figure 4. Plot o f the depth-dependent Green' s function Ig(kr) I versus h o r izontal 
waven umber k at 140 Hz. The nu rma.l rnudes of the particular wavtlguide are 
iden tified b y poles ofg(kr ), 
The I\TRL normal mode model, KRAKEN. WHS l! sed to calculate the 
modal eigenvalues and eige nfunctions, km and Zm(Z) , respectively. using the 
assumed backwou nd geoacollstic model. Tn tills section we assume a 
hack/:,'Tound geoacoustic model with a linea r sound speed gradient and with 
const ant density and atte nua tion with depth to illustrate the basic concepts 
of t he inversion technique. In order to demonstrate the effectiveness of the 
perturbativc inversion tech nique, the initial sound speed at the water-bottom 
interface a nd the sound speed gradient were also varied Onr.e k,,, and Zm(Z) 
are calculated. &?'" is fo und hy the relation 
~m =;k rne~ , - k m (m=1,2,3 ... ) (45) 
These values were entered into Equation (41) and the res ult, x(z), is 
calculated by Eq uation (43) and represents the perturbation of the :;ound 
.speed proftl e about that proposed in t he initial background model. The .':!Qund 
speed profile is then adjusted by subtracting dc(z) frolll the initial value of 
c(;:) The perturbativc process continues until Llc(z) is minimimd 
I, Synthetic Test Cases 
In this section we will apply the pertlll'bative inversion technique to 
a set of synthetic data for which the correct solution is known. The synthetic 
earth model along with the two initial background geoacoustic model!:! are 
!:!hown in Figure 5. The synthetic earth model consists of a .')0 III thick 
isospeed water colullln (1500 Ill!!:!), overlying a 10 III thick isospeed sediment 
layer (1800 lll/s), which comformably lies over a 60 ill thick linear gradient 
(V'c =1.50 s I) sedimentary layer. The basement consists of an iso!:!peed half. 
space with a compressional wave speed of 1900 m/s. The density is assumed 
to be constant p = 1.6 g!cm'l for all sediment layers and half· spaces. Although 
the water colulllll sound !:!peed profile for this example is assumed to be 
isospeed, it can consist of any structure. Tn general, the water column profile 
will be known frOIll available XB'l' and CTD measurements and will t hus 
drop out of the perturbat.ion integrals, leaving only the sediment properties to 





Sound Speed (m/s) 
Figure 5, Propel'ties of the synthetic earth and two hllckgound model 
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The frequencies that wiJI be considered in the synthetic p:-;ampies IUP 
2;') :;0 and 150 Hz. Sub-bottom penetra tion by acoustic energy is highly 
dependent on frequent:y with lower frequer.cies being able to penetrate 
deeper into t he ~eanoor than highel· frequencies As a result. lower 
frequencies are able to resolve the deeper sedimentary structure. whereas 
the higher frequencies resolve the finer near -surface structure. The synthetic 
Green's function versus hori zontal wave numher plots for each 0: the 
frequ encies are shown in Fig\l reS (ilJ.-c These pOles of g(kr,z), as discussed 
previously, correspond to the eigenval~les of t.he t.rapped and virtua l modes 
that are excited for t he particu lar waveguide at the given frequency . In 
general. higher freque ncies excite more modes and thus have more trapped 
ei genvalues t han do lower frequencies The modal eigenvalups for the 
synt hetic earth monel (k mro,) are Listed in Tahle 2 
Two initial geoacoustic backb'TOund models were assumed in this 
example: (1) un 1850 mls isospeed model, and (2) a linear gradient model c{z) 
0::: 1 i50 + 2.0 g' I(Z). For the purposes of these test cases, density was taken to 
be a constant p ::::: 1.6 glcm·1, a nn compressional uttenllulion was assumed 
negligible. The modeled eigenvallles (kn.) for the initial background mod els 
ure shown in Ta bles 3 a nd 4. 
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Ol .100J<:+04 mode 1 
1 :::~::: ~ ~ ~:~~~:~~ 
5.00H:+0.1 
O,OOE+OO ---- -
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Horhontal \\'avenumb"r (l Im) 
[iilnlre 6. Synthetic Green's function magnitude versus wavenumber for 2.5 Hz. 
Green's Function versus Horizontal Wavenumber 
(50Hz) 
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HOl'ii<ontal \Vavenumber (lim) 
Figure'T. Synthetic Greeu's function magnitude versus wavenumber for 50 Hz. 
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I're~:,ncy I ~~~;:t~~~u; I ~:~;allt~;~U: I ~~~;~~;~u:;' I ~::;ant~~~ll: 
2.5 0.095567562 0.095840216 I 
jO 0.20329700·1 0.203<J.1719:1 0.20:1428298 
50 0. 1828-1879f; 0.18:1:;09603 0.183428794 
150 0.6256,.9512 0.625688612 O.!;25f,7621:; O.~ 
150 0.617.S:n207 0.617635310 0.618125618 
IGO 0.60365551.7 I 060:j8i5697 0'(,0·1910580 
150 O.583:'i21008 0.584122181 05S391:1G84 0.587231219 
1 able 3. Modal elgen~allle5 for the InitIal bal.kground geoacoustlc model III (k",). 
T9.bles 3 and 4 list the computed eigenvalues for the initial 
background models for each iteration in the inversion process. These 
eigenvalues (k",), as discu?sed previously, are subtracted from the mcasllred 
eigenvalues (Table 2) to form the data vector ,ik(m). Generally, the lower 
frequencies (i.e., fewer modes) required fewer iterations in order for solutions 
to converge. Figures 9-11 display the results of the pertubative inversion 
technique to recover the !';ynthetic earth !';ound speed profile from the initial 
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Figure I L laO Hz Inversion of synthetic earth model from iuitial. background 
model ill. 
As evident from the plots. the sound speed profiles arc correctcd 
in the proper direction relative to the back~'l'ound model. The profile in the 
uppcr tens of meters are lower in ;;peed rehtive to the background . whereas 
the profile beyond about 80 m depth is virtually unaffected by thc 
perturbation. Clearly, the 25 and 50 Hz signals correct thc profile to greater 
depths t.han the 140 Hz signal. However. the 140 Hz signal approximates the 
sound speed at the wat.cr-bottom interfacc more accurately than the lower 
frequenc-ies. AIAo apparent from the plots is that as the normal mode 
function decreases with depth, the inferred sound speed profile ret.urns to the 
hackgloound profile. 
Fib'l.lreS 12-14 show the results of recovering the synthetic earth 
model using the background model B2. The result!'! are qualitatively the 
same as the previous background model Bl. Even though the background 
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models differ significantly, the solutions converge abollt a sound spt'ed profi le 
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Figure H. 150 Hz Inversion ofsyntht'tic earth model from backgruund model H2. 
The :=;ource angles in the data and the models arc predominantly 
small « 20°) lInd thus the perturbation technique alone can not be expected 
to re>!olve geoacoustic features much beyond an acoustic wavelength below 
the water-bottom interface. To re:=;olve the deeper >!tructure>!, a deep earth 
model algorithm based upon standard sei>!mic (high source angle) signal 
procesf'linK techniques is presented in Section rv of this thesis. Since these 
method" are industr.y standard in t.he petrole uUl exploration indusLry, no 
attempt \vill be made to evaluate these techniques. However. the deep earth 
algorit.hm mu:=;t. be considered an essential part of the overa.ll algorithm for 
Navy practical applications 
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III . ACOUSTIC DATA I MODEL SUMMARY 
A. EXPERIME NTAL OV ERVIE\V OF PROJECT GE:VII?-;r 
A ser ies of five slmllow water , synthetic aperture array experiments 
coUecti ve l,\' called Project GE'\Il:\l were collected off of Corpl... :,\ Christi , 
Texas in t h e fall of 198 5. For the purpose of t hi ,,; thesis, only those 
measu re ments ma de at the s hallow and deep sites will be djs(;ussed. The 
third site (Rubano site) has been studied extensive ly by vreviaus eHarts ami a 
we ll defined geoacoUf,tic characterization for tlle location is described in 
.\[atthews et aL, 198:) and Ru ba no, 1980, A recent analysis of the GEMI':-';;I 
reb>1.0n by Duarte (1 994) shows relatively good agreement behveen measured 
and modeled transmission loss quantities at the Rubano site. Given th e 
relatiVf~ly benign environment of the GEMJ:'\I region and the clORe proximity 
of the array sites, it was specul(lted by Duarte (] 994) that the geoacollstic 
model. initially developed tor the t{ubano site. could he successfully used >!t 
the other two siLes. However. he concluded that the T1, data is particnlarly 
Ren"itive to the input geoacoustic parsmete l's and that site-specific 
geoacoustic models are required in even in a benign . nearly range 
independe nt environment. 
B. E I'oI\lIRONMENTA L DESCRIPTION OF THE GEMINI AREA 
1. Sound Speed Profi le 
With the exception of the shallow site , CTD find XUT casts we re 
made at the commencement and completion of e:Jell tow leg. Two week", 
IJrior to the experiment. Hurricane Elena swept through t he Gulf of Mexico 
and, a ;:; a result. established a well -mixed water column in the GEMI NI 
region . Figure;; Hi and 16 show the sound speed profiles for the shallow and 
deep water s ites. respectively. The sound speed profile for the shallow site 
(Figure 15) indicates isotherm al conditions over the entire water column 
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Sound Speed P,-ofiL ... ro" Ihe Shallow Site 
-~ 
Figure 15. Sound ~peed prome for the ~hallow site conducted on II Sfll'temher 
1985. 
Sound Slleed Profile ror th., D".,p Sit., 
If - §l- ~ I ::~r= _ ---j -g:;,o',,, I 
Figure 16. S~O-UU-d~'~P'~'~d ::P'·::Ufi:I'::'~U'::'~h'::d~"::'P::'~itfl::.~,p:.:":m:.n:.:,":n~du~ct';;fon 12: 
September HJS5. 
The sound speed profile for the deep site (Figure 16) also shows the 
presence of a near isothermal water column down to about 41 m overlying a 
low sound speed layer of approximately 10 ill in thickness. This results in a 
thermocline gradient of approximately -0. 7084 s Ol. This negative sound 
speed gradient causes sound rays to refract downward and thus accentHate 
sound propagation in the sub-bottom 
2. Bathy me t ry 
The Texas continental she lf is characteri zed by relativel) smooth 
topogra phy which ge ntly dips toward the southeast. Dur ing Project G E~ll:\J 
high resolution bathymetric data were collected along each of t he propagation 
paths flS well as a t each of the station locations , Bathymetry ve rsus range 
from the a r ray locations arc s hown in Table .5. Each of the tow legs of the 
experime nt was approximately .5000 m in length th us giving an average 
bottom s lope at the shallow s ite of approximately 0, 011° and about 0.054° for 
the deep site, 
Batll.ymelrYS~~ethe Shallow I Bathymet~it:t the Deep 
Range (m) I Depth (m) R~~fe J Depth (m) 
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Table 5. Bathymetry (or the GEMI NI track eXllenme n t s versus range. 
C. GEOACOUSTlC MODElS F OR THE GEMINI REGION 
I. Background 
In order to compare the measured TL to the SNAP and FE PE model 
estimates of'i'L, geoaeoustic models were constr ucted at the shallow and deep 
water gites. A geoacou8tic model descr ibes the depth dependence of 
compressionaJ and shear wave s peeds. compressional and shear wave 
attenuation, and density fo r each layer in the seafloor. In general, a 
geoacoustic model defines the true thick nesses and properties of t he sedimen t 
and rock layers in the sea fl oor . Since a geoacoustic model only represents 
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the physical properties at a single point, multiple data sets must be formed to 
account for the variations in sediment properties in the horiwnt.al 
In a recent analysis of TL in the GEMIP.'T area. Duarte (1994) 
showed that even in a nem range· independent environment such as the 
GEMINI area. model TL fluctuations are site specific and highly dependent 
on the input geoacoustic parameters. fvforeover, he found that TL data and 
model comparisons were in good agreement at the Rubano site where a site 
specific geoacoustic model was developed and im;orporated into the 
propagation models. At the shallow and deep sites the Rubano geoacoustic 
data were used in the model cakulatiolls and rather poor agreement l'esulted 
Thus, it appears that geoacoustic data obtained for one location can not be 
used at sites Just 12 nm away , even in a seemingly range-independent 
environment. Because of t.hjs horizontal variability, it was then necessary to 
construct geoacoustic models for the shallow and deep sites of the GEi\HNI 
reglOn These are discussed in the next section. 
2. Regional Geology 
Glaciation during the Plei>ltoce ne era, 0.012-2.8 million years before 
present (mybp) , created recognizable imprints on Gulf of Mexico 
>lerumentation patterns. Tahle 6 is a generalized geologic time scale for 
reference. \Vith the growih and subsequent retreat of the ice sheets, sea 
level fell (regres8cd) and rose (transgressed) accord.ingly. During the 
regressive sequences, numerous stream channels appeared along the 
prescnt-day Texas continental shelf. L.()wering sea levels caused rapid 
seaward progradation of river deltas, which rapidly expanded the continental 
margins. During transgressive sequences, when mean sea-level rose, vast 
areas of the former coastline were >lubmerged . The stream channels which 
once occupied the continental shelf r egi ons were subsequently filled with 
tine-grain sedimentary deposits 
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Period E oc h Glacia l Sta e Sea Leve l T ime 
Holocene Trans ceSSIon 0012mvb 
O. lm,·b 
Late Wlsconsm RegressIon J ~lid Wisconsin TraJ1Sl[reS~lOn 
Early Wisconsin Regression 
SaDj("mon Transgression 
Quaternary l.ateJUinoi<'ln RegreSSIOn 
Pleistocene ""lidllIinOl_an TranSgn'SSlon 
Yannouth Transgression 
Kangan RegressiOo 2.1nwbp 
Aftonian TransgressiOn 
Xebraskan Regression 2.8 mvbp 
PlIocene 
Tenia rv 5.2 mvhp 
1able 6. Geologtc tlnte scale for the Q uaternary PerIod (From Matlhews el al .. 
1985). 
The Holocene age sediment layer represe nts the last transgressive 
seque nce in the post.glacial period. This seque nce is characterized by fine 
b'I"ai n silty-clays and re presents the uppermost, s urficial sediments in the 
GE:\1JNI region. A thorough discussion of t he sediment properties for the 
Holoce ne sequence is presented in ~htthews et al. (1985) . The thickness of 
the Holocene layer varies substantially in the GE.MINI region. An isopach 
chart of the Holocene age sediments is s hown in Figure 17 (Berryhill and 
Tippet, 1981). Tn general, the Holocene layer thickens seawa rd as evi dent by 
the seaward increase in t wo· way travel time frolU 10 to 40 ms. The dashed 
lines on the chart represent the more prominent relict stream channels along 
the shelf. T he presence of stream channels on multi -channel seismic profiles 
is one means of discerning the interface betwee n Holoce ne age sediments a nd 
the underlying late Wisconsin sedi mentary sequence (Matthews et a1. , 1985) . 
Since these strea m channe ls were later filled by post-Wisconsin age 
sediments, the Holoce ne age sequences are thicker in these locali zed regions 
(in excess of 12 m) than in the s urrounding Holocene si lty-clay layer s 
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Figure 1;. Sediment isopach chart of the GEMINI region expressed in 
milliseconds of two way tn.vel time (broad solid line). Narrow solid line 
represents sediment deposited since the Jut low stand of sea level. Dashed lines 
represent the outline of localized thicker accumulations of sediment in ancient 
stream channels. One millisecond is approrimately equ.u to 0.73 m (Berryhill, 
1981). GEMINI array locations are denoted hy the Ell symbol. 
The U. S. ~gval Oceanographic Office (NAVOCEANO) in conjunction 
with ARUPSU collected 16 gravity cores in the GEMI~I region (Ross et al., 
1978). The results of their analysis indicates that the Holocene age silty·clay 
layer has a mean density of 1.557 g/cmJ and an average sound speed ratio 
(i.e., ratio of sediment sound speed to bottom water sound speed) of 0.987. 
These values differ slightly from the generic values presented in Hamilton 
(1980) for continental shelf and slope environments. However, the Ross et al. 
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dat:'! represents site-specifi c condit.ions and as such are preferred for nse in 
the geoacoustic modeL~. l -nfortunately, none of the cores were able to extend 
deep e nou gh to sample t he underlying late-\\' isconsin layers , .:'.1atthews et :-ll. 
(19 f1 .'j) interprets this layer to be a very fine sand or sandy silt. Uased upon 
the "hallow water sediment tables of Hamilton (1980), the late -Wisconsin 
sediments are assumed to ha ve a density of 177 g/crn! and a sOl!l1d speed 
ra tio of 1.080 
Figure 18 is a representative seis mic profile (e8.st-west transect) for 
t he GE111 NJ region . As evident from the figHTe. the seismic sequence is 
cha racterized by gen tly sloping. near ly parallel reflectors hroken up by 
intermittent growth bults and strea m channe ls The strong reflection 
patter n occurring at the Holocene-btl' \Visconsin interface is in dicative of 
the strong impedance contrast uaoss the interface. Since acoustic impedance 
is th e prodllct of a materia l's density a nd sound speed, a strong reflection 
pattcrn on 8. seismic profilc nOfDlflUy s uggests fl large change in lithology 
across an illterface The Holocene silty -cluy byer is characterized by a 
rela tively low sound s peed and density whereas the late \Visconsin sandy silt 
layer is t:haracterized by a milch b'1'eater 80ulld speed and density values. 
This impedance contrast supports the well-defined layering s tnlCture in 
Figure 18 
3. Geoacoustic Model Developlllent 
Bot.h the shallow and deep water sites have environmental and 
acoll.stic propagation characterist.ics similar to the Rt,bano site which ~vas 
previously reported in Matthews et aL (1985) The sites differ only in water 
depth and in t.he thickness oft.he Holocene age sedimentary sequence. ,'\1inor 
differences in water columll sound speed arc also apparent. however these 
variations do not significantly impact the geoacoustic characterizations The 
shallow site is siluated in about 20.5 m of water and the underlying 
Holocene-age silty clay layer is estimated to be 8 m thick. The deep site is 
situated in about 63 m of water. At t.he deep site the Holocene laycr is 
estimated t o be about 24 ill t.hick. 
At each site t.he sound speed ratio for t he silty·clay layer is assumed 
to be 0.987. which implies that the sound speed of the silty-clay layer is less 
that the overlying water column. Using methods described in Hamilton 
(1980). the compressional wave speed expressed as a function of depth takes 
the form of the follov.'ing regression formula 
V p = VI,,,, (0.987) + 1.3 S·l (Z) (46) 
where VI' is the compressional wave speed in mis, Vbw jg the bottom water 
sound speed in m/s. and Z is the depth of sedimentary luyer below the 
seafloor. The product Vbw(0.987) represents the init.ial sound speed (Vo) oft.he 
sediment. The !'lediment sound speed gradient 0.3 S·I) was est.ablished from 
the NAVQCEA1\O cores and is consistent. with the near-surface sound speed 
gradients reported in Hamilton (1979). Becanse the thickne..,s of the 
Holocene sediment.s does not ext;eed a few tens of meterR, the higher order 
term s of Equation (46) (not shown) make negligible cont ributions to the 
sound speed profile in the sediment layer and therefore are negleete d 
(:\Iatthews et aI., 198·5), As a result, t.he com prr:'.:;sional wave speed ill the 
Holocene layer ca n bo expressed as a li near function of depth 
T hermal variations at the sea floor can have a pronounced 
df.cct on t.h e uppe r sedim.cnt layer sound speed ~'I"adient. If a period ic 
ther mal fluct uation is applied at the water-sediment interface, a thermal 
wave will propagate into the sediment. The depth to which the temperat ure 
effeds will be felt is dependent on the sediment thermal conductivity and the 
heat flolV (1latthews et a I., 1985). In a st udy of the seasonal variation of 
compr essional sound speed due to temperature variability in the water 
column, Raja n ct at. (1992) showed that t hii'i depth of influence lVas aiX)ut 3 
m below the water-sedimen t interface . Therefore. to acco unt for the therm a l 
variabili ty at the seafloor , Matthews et a1. (1985) imposed a negative sou nd 
speed gradient in the upper 2 .5 m of the Holocene layer . Below this depth 
t he so und speed profile foll ows t hat expressed in Eqllation (46) 
T he late-\Visconsin aedimen ts can be modeled in a similar 
faS{lion . Based upon the shallow-water sediment tables of HamilWIl (l98()). 
these sediments are interpreted to have a bound speed ra.tio a nd de nsity of 
], 080 and l.77 gicmJ, respectively !n gener al. fine grained sands are 
l'haracterized by large sound speed gmdien ts near the i'iurface decreasing 
sharply with depth (Hamilton, 1980). As a result. the sound speed profile as 
a iimction of depth ig curve-linear 
(47) 
The sound speed consta nt in Eql13tion (4 7) is based on sediment 
val ues at the water"sediment interface. For a buried la yer, such a s the late 
\Visconsin sand, compensation must be made for the li thost3.tic load from the 
over lying Holocene sedimenti'i. Initial values of compressional wave i'ipeed for 
the latc I;Visconsin layer a re estimated hy matching the lithostatic load 
corresponding to the overly ing Holoce ne sediment3 to a similar lit host3.tic 
load fi t de pth in the late \Vi.c.eonsin i'iediment laye r. At the shallow site the 
compressional wave speed at the top of the late \Viseonsin sediment layer is 
estimated to be 1717.9 m/s . For the deep site, with the increased overburden 
pressure, the compressional wave speed increases to a value of 1731.0 m/s. 
Figure 19 illustrates the sound speed profiles through the different 
lithofacies for the shaLlow and deep sites. Of particu lar interest in these 
profiles is the relative thicknesses of each propagating media. The thickness 
of the Holocene sequence more than doubles in thickness between the 
shallow and deep sit.es. As will be shown later, this causes significant 
fluctuations in the TL versus r;'lnge curves. 
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Sound Speed i'rolile for the Shallow Site 







Sound Speed Profile at the Deep Site 
Compressiona l Sound Speed (mls) 
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Figure 19. Sound !!lpeed profiles at the (a) shallow and (h) deep sites. 
For terrigenous silty·clay sediments Hamilton (1978) showed 
that the sediment bulk density varies linearly as a function of compressional 
wave Apeed for the first few hundred meters below the sea floor. For the 
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Holocene layer, .sediment density as a function of compressional wave speed 
W(lS computed u;:;ing the eqllation 
p =1. 136(V),(Z)) - 0.155 (48) 
Here the rep·ession constant (0.155) was adjusted in the eCjuation to match 
the mean surface density of the 16 cores collected by NAVOCEANO. For the 
late \Visconsin sequence, sediment density ao; a funrtion of (;ompresO!ional 
wave speed is expressed as 
p = 1.1175(Vp) - 0.124.') (49) 
Since there were no cores whieh penetrated. into this layer. the 
density structure is speculative and is based on hio;torical trends from 
Hamilton (1979) 
Current estimates of low-frequency compressional wave 
at.t.euuation have generated much debate in the acoustic community 
Hamilton (H172) reported. the results of in situ, meaSUTcments of 
compressional wave speed and attenuation in various sediment s off San 
Diego . These measurement.s and others from t.he lit.erature allowed fo r 
analyses of the relationships between attenuation and frequency <'Ind other 
phyo;ical parameters to be made. Three important relationships resulted 
from the analyses: (1) compressional wave attenuation in marine sediments 
is approximately related to the first power of frequency in >lands. muds, and 
sedimentary rock.'!, (2) attenuation ('..an be estimated from sedjmenl grain size 
(porosity) data, and (3) attenuation in marine sedi ments typically increases 
with depth due to the r eduction uf sediment porosity to a point where 
overburden pressure becomes the dominant effect. Beyond this null point, 
attenuation decreases smoothly with depth and over burden pressure 
(Hamilton, 1976) 
Using the methods proposed in Hamilton (Eli6), the linear 
relationship between compressional wave attenuation and frequency takes 
t he form 
(50) 
where a is t he attenuaTion of compressional waves in dBlm, Kp is the 
a ttenuation in dEim·kHz, f is the frequency in kHz, and n is the exponent of 
frequency (assumed to he 1). The proportionality constant Kp at the water· 
sediment interface is estimated from the sediment porosity and mean grain 
size, According to Hamilton (1980). shallow water silty·clay sediments have 
an average porosity and mean grain size (in phi units) of i5.9% and 8,52$, 
respectively. These values result in an estimate of attenuation at the water-
sediment interface which is an order of magnitude greater than published 
attenuation results of Mitchell and Focke (1980) . Matthews et aI, (1985) 
chose to use values for sediment porosity and mean grain size between those 
predicted for shallow·water sediments hy Hamilton and those values 
indicated by ]I,'fitchell and Focke. As a result. the lower error bar estimate for 
an 8 .04> particle was used t.o determine the proportionality constant. This 
yielded an attenuation value of 0.03 dBim·kHz at the water·sediment 
interface. An expression relating the compressional wave attenuation for the 
Holocene s ilt y·clay layer as a funct.ion of depth can thus be written as: 
Kv=O,030 + 0.0016(Z) (51) 
The attenuation gradient (0 ,0016 dBim z·kH7.) was established in j\-! atthews et 
al. (1985) and is consistent with attenuation gradients reported in Hamilton 
(I9 7G) for silt.y-clays 
Compressional wave attenuation for the late \Visconsin sand 
layer. can also be empirically related to grain siw and porosity. In general. 
sound attenuation for sands are much larger than those of silts, days. and 
muds (Hamilton, 1976), For sands, sound attenuation decreases with depth 
and increasing overburden pressure, For the late Wisconsin sequence, the 
attenuation pro(tle is calculated from th e following equation from Matthews 
et a l. (1985) 
Kp =0 .29930 - 0.00067(Z) (62) 
Even though the Holocene and late \Visconsin age sediments 
possess enou~h dynamic rigidity to support .shear \vave propagation, shear 
wave speed and attenuation were not incorporated in the acoustic models. 
Given the shallow water depths, thc relatively thin sediment cover. and the 
low frequencies involved at the GEMINI region, shear wave production was 
assumed to make a negligible contribution to the overall acoustic field (Rajan, 
1994). 
Geoacoustic model tabulations for the shallow and deep water sites 
are listed in Tables 7 and 8, respectively. As previously discussed, the 
models consist of an upper sequence of Holocene age silty-clays overlying a 
late- Wisconsin age fine sand sequence. 
Mllter ial Dcpth \m ) Sou nd Specd Densi t y 
V (mls) ( Icc) 
S ('il St:rfu r)) 0 00 153 U)3 1-00 
1.80 1.'53 196 U)O 
2 to 1539.96 (00 
340 15-15.48 ' 00 
4,SO 1545 56 1. 00 
.5 ,.50 1545.58 ;00 
6.60 1545.53 1. 00 0000 
~. i{) 1545.55 1.00 
8.70 10545.63 1.00 
\Va te-r 9, 40 1545.65 ;00 
Colmnn 1.~ -1567 1.00 
1545.68 1, 00 
15-105.69 
1320 Ed5.71 1.00 0,000 
15.'10 1.515,75 1.00 0000 
16 . ~0 1.~45 . 76 '00 0000 
17.70 15·15.77 1.00 0000 
18.GO 1545.8 LOO 
19.60 1545.81 1.00 
20.50 1545.82 
20.5 1 10520.75 
2~1.()0 1515.75 >56 
25,50 1523.25 
28 ,00 1528,25 
28.48 1531.13 \.58 
28.49 1717 .93 1.79 
3050 172 \.l 8 1.80 
'l5.50 1727 .68 
'" 
0.292 
40 50 1734,18 1.81 0,289 
45..'50 1740,68 1.82 0.286 




70 .50 LS6 0.274 
Late WiBconain A;i" 7" .50 1779.68 I.SG 0.272 




100 .. 50 1. 90 
10">.50 
110.50 1825.1 8 1.92 0.256 
115,50 183 ),68 1.92 0.254 
120,50 1838.111 L9.~ 0,252 
T :lble 7. Geollcou !!t ic Model fur the Shallow Wa ter Site . 
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Materilll Depth (m) Souud Speed Density Sound Attenua.tion 
Vp(m/s) ( 
...£e) K (dBlm-kllz) 
SeaSurhce 0,00 1:;44.74 100 0.000 
1.70 1544,74 100 0000 
2,.50 1511 ,72 100 0.000 
;3 ,60 1544,79 '00 0000 
4.40 1544,85 '00 0000 
5,60 L~44,8i 100 0000 
(,50 1544,91 100 0000 
740 1544,94 ' 00 o ()(}O 
8,70 15<14,98 100 0000 
9AO 1545,00 100 0.000 
10,70 154:;,01 '00 0.000 
11,70 1545,01 100 0,000 
12,70 1544.98 '00 
13 ,20 1544,94 100 
1.').60 1544,94 
16.50 1544,,s8 100 0000 
17,50 15<14,85 100 
18,70 1544,82 '00 
19 ,60 1544,82 1.00 
1644,83 1.00 
1544.85 1,00 0000 




27 ,90 154497 1()() 
Water 28,40 1544.97 
C,,\ul"ln 30,70 1545,0 1 1.00 0.000 
1545,03 1,00 0.000 
1545,01 1,00 0.000 
1545.09 1,00 0000 
aH ,1 0 1545.10 1.00 0000 
37.40 1545.12 100 
38.40 1515,13 100 
1545,1.') 
1545,17 1.00 0.000 
1544,28 1.00 0.000 
1543,79 0. 00 0.000 
47.50 1643,66 LOO 0.000 
49.70 1642,46 j ,OO 0,000 
50,50 1541,37 100 0000 
1540.27 100 0000 
1539.44 ")0 0.000 
1538.58 100 0.000 
Tahle 8. Geoacoustic Model for the Deep Water Site 
,OS 
.'1Hterial Depth(m) Sound S peed De ns ity Sound Attenuation 
Vp(mls) ( fcc) K (dBlm-kH-.:) 
5460 153803 1.00 0.000 
55 60 153769 100 0000 
5670 1537.50 100 0000 
57 60 153747 100 0000 
5860 1537.ol4 1.00 0000 
5900 1537 40 100 0000 
6030 153,.40 1 00 0000 
6150 1537.31 lOO 0000 
Vate r·Sediment inte rfaC( 623 1 l53699 100 0000 
6235 l51603 157 0.030 
67 3-1 151853 1.57 0. 034 
69.84 1523.53 1.57 0036 
,2.3-1 1529.03 1.58 0038 
Holocene Age 7434 1531.63 1 58 0039 
Stlty·C!ay 7734 1535.53 1.59 0.041 
79,84 1538,78 159 0.043 
82.34 1542,03 1.60 00ol5 
84.84 1545.28 160 0.046 
86,00 15<16.97 1.60 0.047 
86.01 1732,07 161 0.289 
9100 1i38,GO 182 0.287 
96.00 17-t5.13 1.83 0284 
10 1.00 175166 1.83 0282 
106.00 1753.20 1.84 0280 
11 1,00 \764.73 185 0.277 
La V' Wi,sconsln!\ge 1\6.00 1771.26 1.85 0.275 
F'ineSand 121.00 1777.79 1.86 0,273 
126.00 1784.33 1.87 0.270 
131.00 1790,86 l88 0.2G8 
141.00 1803.93 1.89 0263 
151,00 18 16,99 1.91 0.259 
156.00 1823,52 191 0.256 
16LOO 1830.06 1.92 0.254 
Tahle 8. G eoacoustlc Mod el for the Deep Water SLte (Collt lllued). 
D. TRANSMISSION LOSS MODELS 
In order to qualitative ly assess the accuracy of t he geoacoustic model s 
(derived in t he previous section), estimates of TL using the geoacoustic 
models as input were compared with the measu red GEMl:-J1 TL data. TL 
must be considered the meas ure of effectiveness (MOE) for the performance 
of t he inverse technique developed in t his thesis. If measured and modeled 
TL agree exactly for two diffe rent geoacoustic models, then the differe nces in 
the geoacoustic parameters are considered acoustically indistinguishable for 
:1 glven frequency 
The normal Illode Illudel (SNAP) and the finite element pRrabolic 
equation model (FEPE) were used in this portion of the an2llysis to 
quantitatively determine the impact of the perturbative technique to 
estimate of the geoacoustic model. The results of these comparisons are 
given in the next section. 
For the inverse theory problem deve ioped in this thesis the selection of 
the proper acoustic propagation model to use is criticRI to t.he success of the 
inversion . The central issue for this stlldy is the inversion of geoaco\Jstic 
propertied from measured TL data assuming little w no a priori geoacoustic 
inform ation is available . Therefore, it is crucial to have Rn acoustic model 
that is sensitive to even slIlall variations in geoacoustic properties so that 
when the model and dat.a agree well, the geoacoustic parameters are 
estimated accurately. 
Although, the GE1IINI region was selected by the U. S. ~avy by 
virtue of its seemingly range.independent environment. the geoacoustic 
properties were shown to he just t.he opposite. For this reason SNAP could 
not be used in the inverse prohlem because of its adiahatic assumpt.ion (i.e .. 
not fully coupled) . KRAKEN is similar to SNAP. except t hat it is a fully 
coupled normal mode model. KRAKEN wal'! used to cab.t.late and display the 
normal mode functions and eigenvalues (Z(m) and k m ) that Me inputs to the 
kernel of the Fredholm integral in Equation (40). The FEPE model has 
shown exc:eUent agreement in comparison with fully coupled normal mode 
models and because FEPE is more efficient to run, it waf! the principle model 
used to compare inverse results with the measured TL data. 
E. TRA NSMISSION LOSS MODEUOATA COMPARISONS 
The GE'\lI~'J experi ments consisted of towing a na:::ro\v·band CW 
source a t a fixed depth a way from a pair of moored receivers (Lynch et aI .. 
1991). An :\RL JI5·:\ acoustic source with output tOJl:'ll s of 50 and H U.D!) Hz 
was used durin\{ the course of the experiment. The so urce a nd receiver 
configuration is shown in Fi!;u re 20 ulld in Table 1. The combination of t he 
t\\"o depth settings along with the two source fr eql1encies allowed for 4 
comple x pressure field magnitudes versus nmge measurements to be 
collected a t eHeh site The complex pressure field measurements were 
tri:Hlsformed into transmission los s CfL) by the relMion 
rl( r. l) = - 20 (53) 
where p(r,z) is the prcsslJre field at r:'luge r and po is the acoustic press UJc 
fi eld at 1 meter distance from the source . In this section the measured T L 
results from the shallow and deep sites a re presented alollg with TL 
est imates from FEPE and SNAP 
Figure 20. Experimental source and receiver configuration for the G EMINI 
experiIncnts. 
1. Shallow Site 
The experimental TL measurements for the shallow site are 
ill ustrated in Fig-mes 21-23 along with estimates of TL based upon SNAP 
and FEPE model est.imates . The 50 Hz data reveal a predominantly two-
mode interference pattern whereas the 140 Hz data show rl more 
complicated. multi-mode interference pattern. The rneaslJred 60 Hz TL curve 
exhibits a high degTee of attenuation attributed to a low compressional 
velocity layer in the suh-bottom. The curve also exhihitoS a high densit.y of 
noise spikes beyond about 2500 III in range due to local seismic profiling 
activity in the region. These rapid fluctuations should he considered as 
artifacts in the data and are not expected to be modeled accurately 
Figures 2 ]-23 illw,trate the relatively close agTeement between 
the measured and modeled TL e.'>timates using as input the shallow site 
geoacoustic model. For the 50 Hz case (Figure 21a) , beyond 2GOU m there is a 
substantial increase in TL. A., previously shown, the sediment t.hickness in 
the GE:\lINl region is highly variab le. The sharp increase in TL is attributed 
to an abnlpt increase in sediment thir.kness at about 2600 m in range. This 
feature is interpreted as one of the numerous latc-\Visconsin age stream 
channels which criss-cross the Texas continental shelf (11atthews et a1.. 
1985). Thi . , type of feature \vould account for this significant, localized 
increase in sediment thickness. To incorporate this range .dependency in the 
'1'L model eoStimates, a second geo.'l.coustie model was developed for the 
shallow site. Based upon the sedimeni isopach chart (Figure 17) , the 
Holocene age silty-clay layer \vas increased from about 8 m to 35 ill in 
thicknc8s. As evident from Figure 23, this r ange-dependent. geoacoustic 
model improved the 50 Hz FEPE TL estimates for range.,> beyond 2600 m 
The 140 Hz signal (Figure 21b) was not significantly impacted by this range-
dependency since roost of the l40 Hz propagation occurs in the upper few 
meters of the sl'diment 
Overall, the FEPE TL estimates are more acclIrate t11H n the 
S -,"AP TI. meas u rements, a resu lt t.hat is in stark contrast to JJuRrte's (1994) 
conclusions regarding TL model for which he used the Rubano site 
g-coacoustlc da ta at t.he s hallow site. Thus. it can be concluded t hat the 
shallow wate r TL model estimat.es are ext.remely sensitive to the geoacoustic 
model used. This conclusion is fllrther illustrated hy comparing the 140 Hz 
TT.. mode l results from the shallow site (Figure 21h) with those found in 
Duarte ( J 994) (Figu re 24) The lone difference between the two FEPE model 
c::;tim ations rest.s ~\ ith the input geoacoustic model used .'\s discussed 
earlier , the shallow site geoacoustic model con sists of about 8 ill of neflf 
surface, low.velocit:_ sediment.'; in contrast to 17 III at the [{lluano site 
(~Iatthews et a1., 1985) . The thicker low .velocity .'!equence (Ru bano model) 
resu lts in more loss (>10 d.B) than that experienced by using the shallow site 
gl~oacou8tic model. The S:"!"AP TL eBtimate also shows rea.sonably close 
agreement with the measured TL data 
Figure s 21 through 23 s uggest that. the FEPE estimates of TL are in 
closer agreement with the 1l1easllJ"ed TL f1e ld t.hall those portrayed by SNAP 
One Jlossible reason for this is that SNAP is not a fully coupled normal mode 
model and. because the geoacoustic environment is range· dependent, t he 
SNAP model does not permit energy to be exchanged hetween modes which 
the measured TL indicates is an important component 
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Figure 2 1. Comparison ofe"pet>imental and theoretical tra<lsmission 10s;I curves 
for the shallow site for a wid-t:,ohmut rece iver. Freqllcllcy; aO H" (a), 140 Hz (h). 
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Figure 22. COOlIIHrisoo of experime otal and t heoretical transmissiol) loss for the 
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Figure 23. Plot ofexperimentllJ CJ.::MINI and rangc-dcpClldent FEPE model 
transmission loss for the shallow site at 50 Hz. 
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Figure 24. Comparison of GEMINI tran~mi ~sion loss datil and FEPE trausmissioll 
loss model estimates for the shallow site based upon t he Rubano site geoac oustic 
model as input (Duarte,1994). 

2. Deep Sit.e 
The deep SIte was occupied on two different occas ions during Project 
GE;\'ll:\1 (10 and 12 September 1985). Because the d"na collected hom 10 
September are incompiete only the daw coJleeted on 12 September are used 
in this study, The experi mental TL measurements fo r t.he site are illustrated 
in Figures 25 ·26 along with model estimates of TL. .\s with t.he shallow site 
data, the measured T L is characterized by a predominant two-mode 
interference pattern [or the 30 Hz signal and a multi-mode interference 
pattern fo r the H O Hz signal The FEPE and S~AP model 1'1. estimates 
used the deep site geml.coust.ic model developed in the preceding section as 
input_ Cnl ike the shallow site, the propagation path at the deep sit.e was 
treated as range-independent 
Although there is reasonably good agreement in amplitude between 
t he madded and measured- TL levels for t he SO Hz signal, both FEPE find 
SNAP fa il to accurately model the TL fluctuations at the deep site. The TL 
fluc tuations (Fi6'UrC 25a) in excess of 20 dB. These fluctuations may be due 
to interfering nonnal modes at the site (Duarte, 1994) 
Somew hat better ag-reement is noted between the modeled and 
meas ured TL levels for the 140 Hz ~i~,'nal . The 140 Hz signal shows a more 
complicated multi-mode interference pattern. As illustrated in Figure 25b. 
TL fllictuations are on the order of 20 dB in 1'1, 
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lV. PER'I' URBA'I'lVE INVERSION RESULTS 
fn this section the perturba tive inversion techniqu e is applied to the 
expe l-jmenta J data obtai ned during Project GEl\.lJ~ t. As a result of the 
in version. a new~et of geoacollstic parameters for the shallow and deep 
wat er sit e8 ;lrc eslim.'lted As discussed previously , TL is used ns the 
me a s ure of effectiveness of the inverse geoacoustic morlels . Since FEP E W llS 
.sh ow n to be more accurate tha n S~AP in estimating TL, only FEPE will be 
used in the comparison hetween measured and modeled '1'1, vullles. The 
major strenbtth of the inversion method is t hat. a priori information of t he 
suh-bottom is not. reql~ired to estimate geoucoustic parameters. In order to 
demonstrate t his , we ass ume that the geologic and geophysical properties of 
the environment a re only vaguely kIlo.vn in the initial backgrou nd 
geoar;oust.ic models 
A. S HALLOW SITE 
The results of Hankel transforming the experimental pressure fielrl 
over the entire 5000 ill ra nge at 50 and 140 Hz areshowll in Fig-ure 27 . S ince 
the poles ufthe Green's fUllction represent the eigenvalues for discrete modes 
for the particular waveguide at the given frequency, the locat iun of t hese 
poles for the bottom receiver must be coincident with pule locations for the 
mid-column receiver . In this section only the plots for the boltom receiver are 
illustrated. However, in orrler to furm a n accurate estimate of the modal 
eigellvalues of the waveguide (kn, ~ •• l, the results from the two receivers a re 
averaged to form a single estimate for each freque ncy. The eigenvalues for 
the two frequcucies are t abulated in Table 9. The 50 Hr- plot (Fib .... lre 27a) 
shows one distinct. peak at a hori7..0n tal wave number of about 0.19 m- I . A 
less evident, very weak pole was found to be at a hori zont.al wavenumber of 
about 0 ,}7 m - I. For the 1<10 H z case (Figure 27b). three trapped ei~envalues 
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[ -si ng the mode,; shown in Table 9, the pertubative inverse w~s 
pe rform ed ,separate ly for each frequency, In order to analyze the convergence 
of th e inversion, two rljl'crse initial background modele; were used in the 
inw' t,:;ion, The fir st background model, BG 1, consisted of a constant gmdient 
(\'c"" 2,0 S-I ) hnckground prof tie with an initial sound speed of dO) = 1500 
m is, and with a constant density of p .- 1. .56 g-!cm ). The second background 
model, BG2 , consisted of a conotant. b'fadient (Vc .:0 1, 25 S-I) background 
profile with an initial sound speed of c(O):;:: 1900 m /s and with a collstant 
density of p = l. oG g/cm'l. Both background models used the experimentally 
measured sound speed profi le of the water col umn in the inversion. The 
results of the 50 H z inversion afe displayed in Figure 28 Also shown as 
refe rence iA the geoacoustic model developed in Section 111 
Sound Speed (m/~) 








Figu re 28. Results of the 50 H7. perturbative inversion lIsing back~round models 
BGI and HG2. The shallow site geuacuustic model derived in Section III is also 
s h o w n . 
!:loth profiles portray a lower sound speed sediment overlying a much 
higher speed geoloh.'ic scqllence . Even thoul-ih tbere are similarities between 
the inverse results using BG1 und BG2, it is uppurent that the inverse 
results of using BG2 as the background model are in closer agreement with 
the geoaC0ustic model t han BG 1. This effect suggests that the inversion 
process is highly dependent on the initial constraints of the hack ground 
geou(;ollstic model IIsed in the invenion. When this inversion algorithm can 
be automated, numerous initial estimates will be made and the convergjon 
properties can be analyzed in more detail. If only a few initial estimates are 
made, the low eigenvalues can be used to assess stabilit.y of the inversion of 
the spectral decomposition in the Backus-Gilbert solution. The higher the 
magnitude of th(; low level eigenvalues, the more stable and accnrate the 
solution 
Using the same initial background geoacoustic models, the result." of 
recovering the sOllnd speed profile for the 140 Hz Si6'11al are shown in Figure 
29. As the number of modes and frequency increases, large fluctuation in c(z) 
result. To remedy this sitllation, a simple "box-car" average filt.er was 
applied to c(z). As with the 50 Hz case, the 140 Hz inversion suggests Il two 
layer geologic sequence consisting of a lo\ver speed layer overlying a higher 
speed layer 
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Fi gure 29. Re~llltS ufth", 140 Hz p", rturhHtiv", inv"'rsion Ilsing backg round models 
BG I a nd fiG2. The shallow site geoaeoustie model derived in Section III is also 
shown. 
It is important to emphasize that t he inversion process did not 
incorpor a te any a priori information of the geologic and geophysical 
pa rameters of the seafloor (ieophysical parameters such as sediment 
density and com pressional attenuation were he ld constant throllgho ut the 
process. In practice however, certain knowledge of the sediment properties 
may be obtained and thus make the problem leRs undetermine d. For 
exa mple, by incorporating knowledge of the sound speed ratio, the profiles in 
F igures 28 and 29 can be adjusted such that the sOllnd speed profile 
intersects the seafloor at the measuf(ld sound s peed of the sedjment 
Through conventional seismic methods, information on the deep layering 
structure may be estahlished which will place lower bou nds on t he 
perturbation in tegrfl J. Although not used in these analyses since only low 
grazing nngle data were collected. the deep earth algorithm described in a 
subsequent section could ha ve accurately identified the sedimentary layers 
shown in Figure 18. By incorporating this type of information inw the 
inversion, the solution is less undetermined and converges rapidly to a 
solution 
In order to t.eat the accuracy of the shallow site inver.sion , model 
estimates of TL were compared with measured 1'1. values . For the 30 Hz 
case, the results from BGl were uacd as the input to FEPE. It is evident 
from Figure 28 that the derived sound speed profile suggests a two layer 
sedimentary sequence consisting of a lower speed sediment overlying a 
higher speed laye r. Th e rather sharp tramlition in sound gpeed at abont 36 
m in depth indicates a rather abrupt change in lithology which we interpret 
as th e change frOUl the silty-clay layer to the sand. Therefore. gcneric values 
of sediment density and compressional attenuation were incorporated in the 
inverse geoacoustic model to account for this transition. For the 140 Hz case 
CFib'l.lre 29) , the results from BG 1 were moditied in a flimilar fashion to 
incorporate the change in density and attenuation with depth. 
Figures 30 and 31 show a comparison of the TL curves measured at 
the shallow site with the 1'1. curves found through pertubative inversion 
technique for the same receiver combinations as in the previous scction. A\.-;o 
shown in the figures arc TL versus range results using the geoacollstic model 
derived in Section II. As evident from the curves, the perturbative inversion 
model result s in estimates of TL that are as good or in some case better than 
using a h igh resolution geoacollstic model as input to the acoustic 
propagation models. 
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B. DEEP SI'I'E 
T he GrepJI's fun ction versus horiwntal waven uJllber piotll for thp deep 
~ i tf' m e show n in Figures 32 and 33. As with the Ilhallow site, these plots a re 
t he re",ult of Hank el t.ransforming the e:o;perimental pressure field over the 
en tir e pr opaga tion path. T:-,'pically, as n-equency and water depth increase, 
the num ber of trapped mode substantially incrpasC3. This is made apparent 
by the la rge number of poles of the Gree n's function. The eigenvalues for the 
two frequencies are t.abulated in Table 10. Thp fjO Hz p lot (Figure 32) shows 
two distinct pcuks at horizontal \vavenumbers of about 0.203 m-1 and 0 .187 
m - ] A wea k pole is also evident at about a horizontal wavenumber of about 
0.190 ill \ , The ]40 Hz plot shows four distinct modes situated at horizontal 
wa ve numbers of about O.5i. 0.55, 0 .54, and 0 .52 m- I . However, on ly the 
la tter three, more e nprgetic modes were actually used in th e inversion. since 
the pole at the horizontal waveIllHuber of Q.,j7 did not correlate with results 
from tho mid-column receiver. 
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rahle 10. Measured mode elgen .. alues [OT the deep sIte. 







Using the modes shu\vn in Table 10, the perturbative inverse was 
performed !:leparately for each frequency at the deep !:lite. Unlike the shallow 
site, the inversion process at the deep site was extremely sensitive to t.he 
initial background model used. The initial background models BGl and BG2 
used in the previous section resulted in an unstable inverse solution. One 
explanation for this is that. low order eigenvalues in the Backus·Gilbert 
decomposition result in an Ilndetermined inverse matrix which causes the 
solution to become unstable. However, several experimental it(;;rative runs 
showed that a background model starting with a reduced initial sound speed 
of c(0) = 1400 mrs. and a constant gradient of \lC ::: 2.0 S"I coupled with a 
constant dem;ity of p = 1.56 glcm~, provided a stable sound spc(;;d profile. The 
results of the .')0 Hl inversion are displayed in Figure :14 along with t he "ite 
speci fic geoacoust ic model developed prev iously 
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Figure 34. Results of t he 50 Hz perturbative inversion at t he deep 9ite. The deep 
site geoacou9tic model dcri"'ed in Section III is also shown. 
Lsing the same ini tial background geoacoustic model as for 50 Hz, the 
results of the 140 Hz perturbative inversion are shown in F igure 35. tn or der 
to st abilize the fluctnations in c(z). a "box·car" aver age was once again 
applied to the 140 Hz inverse solution. Both the tiO Hz and 140 Hz sound 
speed profiles suggest that t he upper sedimentary layer at the deep s ite 
extends deeper than indicated in the geoacoustic modeL T llis is a valid 
res ul t. since as discussed previously, the thickness of the Holocene age silty· 
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Figure 35. Results of the 140 Hz p('rturbativ(' inversion at the deep site. The deep 
site geoacoustic model derived in Stlction III is also shown. 
Using values consistent with Hamilton (1978, 1980) , the above sound 
speed profiles were adjusted to account for varying seru ment density and 
compresl:;ional attenuation with depth. The resulting geoacoustic models 
were used as input to PEPK Figures 36 and 37 show a comparison of the TL 
curves measured at the deep site with FF.PE estimates of TL using the 
results of t he corrected inversion as input. As evident from t he figures, the 
estimates of1'L generated by the pcrturbative inverse sol ution are extremely 
consistent with the measured TL values 
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Figure 36. Cumllllrison ofGEMINl l'L d ata and FE PE T L model estima tes u si ng as 
input the pertlu·bative iuverse solution and th e si te Sl)ecific geoacoustic model (or 
the deep site for a mid-column receiver. Frequency: 50 Hz (8). 140 Hz (b). 
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Figure 37. Comparh o l' ofG El'I1lNI TL d ata and FE P R TL model elStimllte~ us ing liS 
input the perturbative i nver se solution and the si te specific geoacoustic m odel for 
tbe deel' site for a "ottum rllllcivcr .• ' requ ency: 50 Hz (Il), 140 Hz (b). 

c. DEEP EARTH SEISMIC MODEL 
The inver se techniq ue developed in this thesis relies principa lly on 
shallow b'TaZlng angle « 200 ) propagation in estimating the near surface 
geoacu ustic parameter s. Typically, using this inversion method, geoacoustic 
pa rameters call be accura tely resolved to about 4/3 of an acoustic wavelength 
dow n from the seafloor InaSJllIICh as lo\v angle propagation paths arc 
import ant for this inversion technique and more importantly in typica l AS\\' 
scena rios, the technique is not effective in identifying underlying sediment 
layer.'! beyond 4f3 acoustic wavelengths, 
To augment the capability of the inverse techniqllc, conventional 
seismi c reflection methods arc proposed to resolve these deeper sediment 
structures, T hese methods typically rely on higher propag3tion grazing 
angles ( > 45 Q) and thus are ahle to penetrate deeper into the seafloor, 
The refore, a deep earth modei is rl'quin:u to account for these deeper geologic 
horizons . A deep earth model was not applied to experimental data in t his 
thesis: however a brief discussion is provided in this section to show how t h is 
information may be incorporated into the perturbative inverse technique 
The proposed deep earth model is developed from high Rngle (> 45 D) 
propagation pRths and low « 25 Hz) soun:e frequem;ies. The s upporting data 
can be collected simultRneously as the data collected for the inverse 
techni que by collecting an adequate sample of short range (i.e , high angle) 
time·series. Subsequently, the processing then follows standard seismic 
:;igna l processing procedures as follow.3: 
S tep 1: The time series data are stacked or gathered using COUlmon 
midpoint (eMP) stack ing algorithms. 
Step 2: T he data set is deconvolved to remove artifacts from the data 
such as wRter borne reverberation 
Step 3: Normal move out (NMO) corrections are applied to the eMP 
stacks. 
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Step 4: Frequency filter the data with a time dependent, bandpass 
fi lter_ The bandpass f1lters are constructed in a manner to flllow lower 
frequencies to paSi> as hvo way travel time increases 
Step 5. [n range-dependent I:;ub-boltom environments. time and depth 
migrat ion schemes should be employed to identify lateral discontinui· 
ties in the strata (i.e .. faults, intrusions, etc.) 
Step 6: Display data in a distance versus tWO-W3y travel time plot 
such that geologir. lilhologies and structures can be identified 
If "teps 1 through 6 were applied t o the GEMIN I data, the sediment 
interface between the Holocene age silty-clay layer and the bte Wisconsin 
age "and hyer cOlJd be easily rliscerned by source frequencies as high as 50 
Hz. Incorporating the exact position of the layer into the inversion \vouJd 
reduce the undetermined state of the inverse solution and ultimately would 
improve t.he final product. -The :-Javy now has the low frequency capability 
(e.g., HLF·l sonflI on suhmarines) on board and thus the deep earth model is 
very practical and cost effective. The deep earth model .should be com,idered 
part of the inverse technique algorithm recommended for use in the fleet. 
v. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
The technical approach in this thesis addressed two methods of estimat-
ing geoacoustic parameters for acotl>1tic propngation modeling. In the first 
part of the study propagation model estimates of 1'L were comp;ued with 
measured !ow-frpquency acoustic propagation data collected during Project 
G EMINI. Location-specific, hi!o!:h resolution geoacQllstic models of the sub-
bottom were input to the acoustic models in the tir8t pHrt of the st.udy . The 
geoacoustic models derived in this sedion wefe constructed in mn.nner 
descr ibed in Hamilton (1980) and milde use of available geologic and 
geophysical duta The acoustic models exam ined in this port.ion of the Rtudy 
were the SACLANTCEN normal mode acoustic propagation model (SNAP), 
and the NRL finite dement parabolic equation model (FEPE) The 
comparisons were made ovcr two source frequencies (50 and \<10 Hz) at two 
depth settings (mid-column and near-bottom setting) . OveraJl, it was shown 
t ha t FEPE, using as in~ut the detailed site specifiC geoacmlstic 
character izations, resulted in e8timate,~ of T I, that. were more accurate than 
those calculated by SNAP and were reasonably consistent with the measured 
TL field. Moreover, it. was shown that TL estimates are extremely sensitive 
to the input. environment.al parameters Evcn in a seeHlingly range· 
independent acoust.ic environment such as off the Texas coast, a smnll 
change in a geoacotlstic parameter (e.g., sediment thickness) can result in a 
significant change in 1'1.. 
In the second part of this study, the perturhfltive inversion techniQuc 
(Rajan, 198i) was used t.o estimate the geoacoustic paramet.ers for the two 
G El\IINI !lite!:!. The objective of perturbative inversion is to estimat.e the 
dept.h vnriation in geoacoustic pannnetcrs ill t.he sub-bottom (i .e .. sUli nd 
speed, density, attenuation, etc.) from the differences between t.he horizontal 
wave numbers from measured data and the corresponding wavenumbers 
computed for fI background geoacollstic model To illustrate the efficacy of 
the inverse method, the initial background geoacollstic model used in the 
inversion assumed no a priori information of the seafloor. The resultant 
inverse solution was used to predict the geoacoustic properties at each of the 
sites As a measure of effectiveness, estimates of TL using the inverfle 
res ults (modeled with FEPE) were directly compared to the measured 
GF:MT~I 1'1.. values. The final results were in excellenl agreement with the 
measured TL and t he resulting 1'1. estimates were as good ll.S or bett€r than 
the TL estimates obtained from detailed, site-specific geoll.coustic models 
8y assuming no a priori information in the inversion process and 
subsequently obtaining such excellent results in TL addresses an extremely 
critical problem for the U. S. Navy in shallow water region s . in many of t.he 
fltrategic. littoral environments knowledge of the geoacoustic properties of 
the sllb·bottom is extremely limited. Direct geologic and geophysical surveys 
in these region8 to determine relevant geoacoustic environmental parameter s 
are both costly and time consuming and generally not consistent with the 
rapid response requirements of today's fleet. Therefore, the use of pertnrba· 
tive inversion technique i;; an accurate, cost effective and practical 
alternative to obtaining acoustic performance prediction estimates in these 
reglOns. Data necessary for the inversion can be easily collect€d using 
existing Navy platforms and hardware. 
Automation of the inversion algorithm presented in this thesis could 
allow for an entire range of initial background models to be implemented in 
the inversion process. At present, one background model is assumed and 
after each iteration of the inversion, a set of eigenvalues and eigenfunctions 
are generated by the normal mode prObTfarn (KK.A..KBN). However. in a fully 
aatomated Illode, an entire range of background models with differing initial 
sound speeds and sound speed gradients cOllld be analyzed by the inversion 
routine consecutively. By applying this method, a family of sound speed 
profiles can be formulated . This is especialJy applicable in high 
erw ironments where the eigenvalues of th e inverse matrix 3re exceptio nally 
>;mnl l. 
Currently. there are numerous existing pressure field data sets (e.g .. 
Bearing Stak e. :SATIVE I. Sou thwest Florid:1 Sea Test. etc.) that the 
inve rsion method , as descr ibed in this thesi,o;, can be readily applied. To test 
t he r obllstn ess of the inversion , several enl.-ironmental scenarios should be 
examined ranging from a weakly range-dependent environment such as the 
Southwest Florida shelf to a more geo\obricaliy complex region such as the 
Northern Arabian Sea {Dearing Stake exercise). Finally, it is recommended 
that an at-sea experiment be conducted using fleet assets to coll ect t he 
required pressure field data. 
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